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SATs – Don’t panic!

• Our teacher assessment is what counts and is what is reported

• SATS are used to support or challenge our professional 
judgement

• We make testing as ‘normal’ and relaxed as we can so children 
aren’t anxious.



The SAT Assessments

At the end of Year 2, children will take assessments in:

•Reading

•Maths – Arithmetic and Reasoning 

•Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (although non-statutory) 
in order to inform teacher-assessed level in Writing

• All assessment are due to take place in late May between 18th

and 27th May– attendance is important.



Reading

The Reading Test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1 – consists of a combined reading prompt and answer booklet. The paper includes a list of 
useful words and some practice questions for teachers to use to introduce the contexts and 
question types to pupils. The test takes approximately 30 minutes to complete, but is not strictly 
timed. 

• Paper 2 – consists of an answer booklet and a separate reading booklet. There are no practice 
questions on this paper. Teachers can use their discretion to stop the test early if a pupil is 
struggling. The test takes approximately 40 minutes to complete, but is not strictly timed. 

• The texts will cover a range of poetry, fiction and non-fiction.







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v3XOsTF33Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v3XOsTF33Y


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

The test consists of two separate papers:

• Paper 1: Spelling - pupils to spell 20 missing words within a 
test booklet. The test is expected to take approximately 15 
minutes to complete, but is not strictly timed. 

• Paper 2: Grammar, Punctuation and Vocabulary - a combined 
question and answer booklet focusing on pupils’ knowledge 
of grammar, punctuation and vocabulary. Pupils will have 
approximately 20 minutes to complete the questions in the 
test paper, but it is not strictly timed. 







Mathematics

Children will sit two tests: Paper 1 and Paper 2:

• Paper 1: Arithmetic - lasts approximately 20 minutes (but this is not 
strictly timed). It covers calculation methods for all operations.

• Paper 2: Reasoning - lasts for approximately 35 minutes, which includes 
time for five aural questions. Pupils will still require calculation skills and 
questions will be varied including multiple choice, matching, true/false, 
completing a chart or table or drawing a shape. Some questions will also 
require children to show or explain their working out





Reasoning example





Testing arrangements

• There is no strict time limit in which to complete a task or 
test.

• We make testing as ‘normal’ and relaxed as we can so 
children aren’t anxious.

• The main reason for testing is to inform our teacher 
judgements. The results of the tests are just one small part 
of an overall assessment.


